WHOLESALE POOL BUILDERS

225-261-2001
17037 Magnolia Bridge Rd
Greenwell Springs, LA 70739

Celebrating
28 years
Of Quality Service

Welcome to the wonderful world of in- ground pools. We are glad you are interested in
purchasing an in-ground pool from Wholesale Pools. We would like to give you all the necessary
information to help you make this important decision. This brochure should answer most of the
questions you have, but if you have any others, please don’t hesitate to call me at 261-2001,
The following are included in the pool price you are quoted:
POOL STRUCTURE The pool kit has polymer fiberglass walls and braces. The braces are locked into
a concrete footing below and a decking above around the entire perimeter of the pool. The bottom is
made from Pool-Krete, to which Portland cement is added for extra strength against cracking and wash
out. Wholesale Pools is an exclusive showcase dealer in Louisiana for Pacific Pools.
LINER The liners come in a variety of different patterns. They are made from virgin vinyl...
(not recycled vinyl).
RADIUS CORNERS The kit includes 4’ radius corners that add strength and makes cleaning your
pool faster and easier. Radius corners also keep stress off the liner corner.
FILTER SYSTEM We install a 24” sand filter with 1 to 1 1/2 hp pump and motor. We plumb the
entire pool with 11/2 “ schedule 40 PVC piping.
AUTOMATIC CHLORINATOR An automatic chlorinator will save you time by automatically adding
a constant (adjustable) rate of chlorine to your pool water.
AUTOMATIC SKIMMER We install one or two skimmers (depending on the shape and size of the
pool), which skims the water surface of all floating debris and collects the debris in a removable basket.
RETURNS We install two or more through the wall fittings, with directionals, which return the water
from the filter system.
MAIN DRAIN The main drain is an inlet for the filtering system and circulates the water in the deep
end of the pool. The main drain is an important part of the water circulation system, and without it there
would be minimum water movement in the deep end.
LADDER A 3 step ladder allows you to exit the
deep end easily.

CONCRETE DECKING For diving pools, the deck is 4’ wide on the long sides of your
pool, and 8’ on the short ends. At the time of installation we can pour additional concrete
for you at an additional cost.
POOL STEPS These steps are 8’ wide. They provide easy accessibility to and from your
pool. A handrail is also included to ensure a safe entry and exit of the swimming pool. They
are made from TPP. (Thermal Performance Plastic)
SAFETY ROPE This floating rope marks the water of the shallow end and the beginning of
the hopper (decline to the deep end.)
DIVING BOARD On diving pools an 8’ diving board in installed and included in the price.
OVERFLOW We also install an opening at the side of the pool that will automatically
drain the pool once the water level reaches a certain level because of heavy rain.
BEHIND THE LINER LINE We install a line behind the liner so you can pump out any
water that collects behind the liner (usually caused by heavy rainfall or a high water table)
MAINTENANCE KIT This includes a test kit, thermometer, 8’ - 16’ telescoping pole,
skim net, wall brush, vacuum head, and vacuum hose.
POOL LIGHT Installed in the deep end to provide light during night swimming.
AUTOMATIC POOL CLEANER We install a Legend Pool cleaner with booster pump.
The debris is collected in a leaf canister or at the pump basket.

Claude Cassels has lived in the Baton Rouge area since 1959 and graduated from Baker High
School in 1971. In 1985, he started Wholesale Pools, Inc., installing vinyl liner swimming
pools and replacement liners across Louisiana and Mississippi. Claude and Dustin have been
residents of Central since 1990.
Since opening the business in 1985, Claude’s oldest son, Dustin Cassels has become his business partner. Dustin was raised in the swimming pool business, and his expertise is a true
asset to the company.
Claude and Dustin take pride in their quality of work and the service they provide to their
customers.
Wholesale Pools has been recognized as Louisiana’s largest volume dealer in Prestige
in-ground pools.
When not installing swimming pools, they enjoy time with family, fishing, hunting, team
roping, and baseball.

For all your chemicals and pool supply
needs, please Visit:
Wholesale Pools and Supplies
225-261-9665 Central Location
225-654-0665 Zachary Location
Retail Store Owners:
Steven Fiore & Jared David

